COMPASS in Progress

COMPASS teams and staff from across the University of Florida are developing, refining and testing new information systems and coordinating efforts to inform affected staff of new security roles and training as it becomes available. Current highlights include:
New features coming to ONE.UF June 10

Already delivering an optimized user experience and self-service for course registration, degree audit tracking and other important features for students, on June 10th COMPASS’ ONE.UF Team will launch key new features to the ONE.UF self-service portal.

COMPASS ONE.UF Team uses innovative methods, collaboration to develop ONE.UF portal

On the first floor of Peabody Hall, UFIT Application Developer Analyst and COMPASS ONE.UF Team Lead Jacob Prater cracks a couple of jokes to break the ice before a presentation to 24 of his team’s most important constituents – University of Florida students.

Jacob and COMPASS’ ONE.UF Team are using a variety of innovative methods to develop ONE.UF, the university’s “one-stop-shop” portal for self-service functions, i.e., those that do not require assistance from UF staff to complete.